
Applications determined by the Head of Planning between

 01/08/2022   and   31/08/2022 

We have taken reasonable steps to ensure the information provided by us on this website is accurate at the time you 

view it. However, we cannot and have not checked the accuracy of all information provided by outside sources or by 

the providers of other information or of other parties linked to or from the website. We would recommend that you 

contact the Authority to check the status of an application and for confirmation regarding any decision made on an 

application. Confirmation of a decision will be provided to the applicant or agent in writing.

NP/CEC/1221/1309 Proposed conversion and extension of former toilet block and storage garage to 

form one dwelling with garden, access, parking, landscaping and external 

works.

Granted Conditionally

Lower Hooleyhey Farm

Rainow

P8418

NP/CEC/1221/1414 New agricultural barn Granted Conditionally

Park Moor Cottage

Lyme Handley

P5428

NP/DDD/0222/0183 Application for a Certificate of Lawful  - Proposed use of an existing 

supermarket as a 'supermarket" with ancillary cafeteria'(Class E of the Town & 

Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended)).

LDC Granted

The Co-Operative Food

Bakewell

P1030

NP/DDD/0222/0188 Removal of wooden stables and replacement with new stables/multi-purpose 

outbuilding.

Granted Conditionally

Aspindle House

Hartington Nether Quarter

P3936 + 2488

NP/DDD/0222/0189 Proposed agricultural building to house and feed livestock and to store fodder 

and implements

Refused

Limestone Meadows

Tideswell

P2812

NP/DDD/0222/0232 Demolition of conservatory and construction of single storey rear extension at 

ground floor level and amended access to the garden level

Granted Conditionally

Leverton House

Hathersage

P559

NP/DDD/0222/0246 One and a half storey side extension, porch and garden shed. Granted Conditionally

Leahay

Elton

P

NP/DDD/0322/0340 Advertisement consent - Installation of one non-illuminated hanging sign and 

one non-illuminated wall sign

Granted Conditionally

Taylor & Emmet Llp

Bakewell

P1912

NP/DDD/0322/0352 Proposed agricultural building to store hay and straw Granted Conditionally

Five Wells Farm

Taddington & Priestcliffe

P3982

NP/DDD/0322/0396 Proposed removal of existing building at western end of site, and replacement 

with a workshop and ancillary office, including the associated change of use.

Granted Conditionally

Land South of Church Lane

Chelmorton

P9984
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 01/08/2022 and  31/08/2022 

NP/DDD/0322/0434 Retrospective consent for the erection of a timber shed. Granted Conditionally

Land adjacent to Beech House

Bakewell

P4001

NP/DDD/0422/0484  Change of use of the existing disused courtyard area into a beer garden serving 

the customers of the pub and function room including new floor surfaces, raised 

decked area, new pergola structure, 3no. timber garden pods and fencing. 

Internally a new baby changing facility will be formed.

Granted Conditionally

George Inn

Tideswell

P8987

NP/DDD/0422/0485  Listed Building consent - Change of use of the existing disused courtyard area 

into a beer garden serving the customers of the pub and function room including 

new 

floor surfaces, raised decked area, new pergola structure, 3no. timber garden 

pods and fencing. Internally a new baby changing facility will be formed.

Granted Conditionally

George Inn

Tideswell

P8987

NP/DDD/0422/0507 Change of use of agricultural buildings to holiday accommodation (camping 

barns)

Refused

The Barn

Hartington Town Quarter

P9403

NP/DDD/0422/0545 Listed Building consent - Proposed replacement of front door at Briar Cottage, 

which is attached to Heathcote House.

Granted Conditionally

Briar Cottage

Winster

P5773

NP/DDD/0422/0563 Change of use from vacant public conveniences to tool refurbishing community 

workshop.

Granted Conditionally

Mill Leat Workshop

Bakewell

P4001

NP/DDD/0422/0572 Extension of listed cottage, internal and elevational alterations to curtilage listed 

outbuilding to provide additional living accommodation, erection of small glass 

link between existing outbuildings, closing up of pedestrian access point in 

curtilage listed wall, creation of new vehicular access point in curtilage listed 

wall, replacement front door and insertion of rooflight in cottage.

Granted Conditionally

Wye Cottage

Rowsley

P11068

NP/DDD/0422/0573 Listed Building consent - Extension of listed cottage, internal and elevational 

alterations to curtilage listed outbuilding to provide additional living 

accommodation, 

erection of small glass link between existing outbuildings, closing up of 

pedestrian access point in curtilage listed wall, creation of new  vehicular access 

point in curtilage listed wall, replacement front door and insertion of rooflight in 

cottage.

Granted Conditionally

Wye Cottage

Rowsley

P11068

NP/DDD/0422/0584 Proposed demolition and removal of a disused brick and concrete outside 

lavatory from the garden of Munden

Granted Conditionally

Munden

Youlgrave

P9156
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NP/DDD/0522/0630 Proposed single-storey side extension to Manor Farmhouse to form boot room 

and utility.

Granted Conditionally

Manor Farm

Eaton & Alsop

P1311

NP/DDD/0522/0631 Listed Building consent - Proposed single-storey side extension to Manor 

Farmhouse to form boot room and utility.

Granted Conditionally

Manor Farm

Eaton & Alsop

P1311

NP/DDD/0522/0666 Small extension to existing outbuilding Granted Conditionally

Croft Cottage

Hartington Nether Quarter

P5076

NP/DDD/0522/0670 Listed Building consent - To replace the front door and the back door (as both 

are rotten) to be kept in the classical style to compliment the house's age and in 

keeping with the house opposite of a similar age.  Both doors are to be true 

timber and the front door is to have glazing in the two upper panels to allow for 

natural light (see attached drawing 1).  The back door will be a plank and batten 

door with a small window to allow for natural light (see attached drawing 2).  

Both doors will be brown in keeping with houses locally.

Granted Conditionally

Tor Farm

Middleton & Smerrill

P11273

NP/DDD/0522/0697 Two storey new learning centre providing IT suites to Lady Manners School. 

Consisting of a four classroom extension to the existing PE Centre, using the 

existing access corridor, stairs and sanitary facilities.

Granted Conditionally

Lady Manners School

Bakewell

P3904

NP/DDD/0522/0716 Lean to greenhouse against existing red brick garden wall. Granted Conditionally

Pineapple Farm

Bakewell

P4827 + 537

NP/DDD/0622/0755 Single storey side extension with flat roof. Granted Conditionally

Biggin Church Of England Controlled Primary School

Hartington Nether Quarter

P2799 + 4100

NP/DDD/0622/0758 Construction of small garden office and greenhouse to rear garden Granted Conditionally

Brook House

Beeley

P2219

NP/DDD/0622/0788 Proposed new home office with link to main house, and replace all windows. Accept Conditionally

Rock View

Stoney Middleton

P5003

NP/DDD/0622/0798 Single storey rear extension, changes to doors and windows and internal 

remodelling of existing house.

Granted Conditionally

Woodbine Farm

Elton

P9219
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NP/DDD/0622/0801 Single storey rear extension to dwelling Granted Conditionally

Panorama

Bakewell

P11791

NP/DDD/0622/0816 S.73 application for the removal of condition 3 on NP/WED/0989/511 and 

condition 9 on NP/WED/1090/533.

Granted Conditionally

The Garage

Hartington Town Quarter

P6283

NP/DDD/0622/0825 Section 73 application to vary condition 10 - external lighting details on 

NP/DDD/1220/1230.

Granted Conditionally

Ambulance Station

Bakewell

P702 +2759

NP/DDD/0622/0829 Proposed two-storey extension Granted Conditionally

1 Town End Farm

Chelmorton

P7868

NP/DDD/0622/0836 Listed Building consent - The reinstatement, repair and reconstruction of historic 

limekiln to secure its longevity within the local, rural landscape. Reinstatement 

will be

as near to pre-December 2019 arrangement as possible from available 

evidence.

Granted Conditionally

Minninglow Limekiln

Ballidon

P7761 + 4619 + 

3879

NP/DDD/0622/0839 Proposed alterations to dwelling; alter rear door. Granted Conditionally

28 Riverside Crescent

Bakewell

P1030

NP/DDD/0622/0841 Erection of two garden outbuildings comprising a shed for storage and a pavilion 

with a covered area, storage, toilet and plantroom.

Granted Conditionally

Brook House

Bakewell

P2877

NP/DDD/0622/0842 Single storey rear extension. Granted Conditionally

1 Catcliffe Cottages

Bakewell

P3578

NP/DDD/0622/0845 S.73 application for the variation of condition 4 on NP/DDD/0322/0299. Granted Conditionally

Rossett Green

Baslow & Bubnell

P3591

NP/DDD/0622/0851 Retrospective application for alterations and extension of dwelling. Granted Conditionally

Old Post Office

Birchover

P911

NP/DDD/0622/0857 Roof over existing slurry store to mitigate the GHG emission cycle. No change 

of use

Granted Conditionally

Dale Grange Farm

Chelmorton

P3032
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NP/DDD/0721/0839 Single storey timber framed dwelling to replace existing dilapidated timber 

framed dwelling and adjacent outbuildings, with associated works for vehicle 

and

pedestrian access.

Granted Conditionally

Sunnyside

Grindleford

P5315

NP/DDD/0722/0867 Listed Building consent - Enlarge existing disabled W.C at ground floor to meet 

regulations and alter existing male W.C too suit.

Granted Conditionally

The Rutland Arms Hotel

Bakewell

P5859

NP/DDD/0722/0903 Alterations and extensions Granted Conditionally

Windrush

Baslow & Bubnell

P5726B + 5726/41

NP/DDD/0821/0882 Listed Building consent - Restoration and repair of existing building to rectify 

internal damp issues and stone deterioration.

Granted Conditionally

Sugacane

Bakewell

P6020

NP/DDD/0821/0915 Removal of condition 2 on NP/DDD/0904/0988 Granted Conditionally

Pippin Cottage

Eyam

P1151

NP/DDD/0921/1036 Demolition of an existing dwelling and adjacent building and replacement with a 

new dwelling with associated external and landscaping works.

Granted Conditionally

Brenva

Grindleford

P3766

NP/DIS/0322/0423 Discharge of Conditions 11, 12, 13 and 14 on NP/SM/1221/1374. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

2 Hobcroft Cottages

Warslow & Elkstone

P8478

NP/DIS/0522/0604 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/DDD/0321/0253 Condition/s Not 

Discharged

Chatsworth House

Chatsworth

P6181

NP/DIS/0522/0605 Discharge of Conditions to NP/DDD/0321/0254 - Listed Building consent - 

External and internal security strategy for Chatsworth House, Garden and 

Stables

Condition/s Not 

Discharged

Chatsworth House

Chatsworth

P6181

NP/DIS/0522/0694 Discharge of Conditions 7, 9, 11 and 55 on NP/DDD/1021/1162. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Rock Mill Business Park

Stoney Middleton

P3289
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NP/DIS/0522/0734 Discharge of Conditions 7, 9 and 10 on NP/DDD/0318/0208. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Friden Bungalow

Hartington Nether Quarter

P5886 + 3897

NP/DIS/0622/0771 Discharge of condition 3c on NP/DDD/0621/0658 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Horse Dale Farm

Bonsall

P10647

NP/DIS/0622/0831 Discharge of Conditions 4, 5, 6 on NP/DDD/1220/1232 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

NHS Trust Ambulance Station and Riverside Ward

Bakewell

P702 + 2759

NP/DIS/0622/0832 Discharge of Conditions 4, 6, 9, 16, 18, 19 and 21 on NP/DDD/0622/0825. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

NHS Trust Ambulance Station and Riverside Ward

Bakewell

P702 + 2759

NP/DIS/0622/0858 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/DDD/0122/0064. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Mulberry Barn

Stanton-In-Peak

P11342

NP/DIS/0622/0859 Discharge of conditions 5 and 6 on NP/DDD/0221/0238 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Housley Barns

Foolow

P3421

NP/DIS/0622/0860 Discharge of condition3 on NP/DDD/0122/0066 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Mulberry Barn

Stanton-In-Peak

P11342

NP/DIS/0722/0890 Discharge of conditions 17 and 27 on  NP/DDD/1221/1415. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Riverside Business Park (Central Site)

Bakewell

P4822

NP/DIS/0722/0899 Discharge of conditions 3, 4, 5 and 6 on NP/DDD/1121/1223 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Kettle House

Hathersage

P10402

NP/DIS/0722/0915 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/DDD/0322/0442 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

The Manor

Winster

P8996

NP/DIS/0722/0925 Discharge of conditions- 7 - 9 on NP/SM/0821/0868. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Dove Cottage

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860
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NP/DIS/0722/0928 Discharge of conditions  9 - 11 on NP/SM/0821/0869. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Dove Cottage

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860

NP/DIS/0722/0929 Discharge of condition 3 on NP/DDD/1221/1350 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Land near to Chapel Farm

Hartington Nether Quarter

P2082

NP/DIS/0722/0939 Discharge of conditions 3 and 6 to NP/SM/0721/0727. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Morridge Top Farm

Heathylee

P862 + 2123

NP/DIS/0722/0948 Discharge of condition 9 on NP/DDD/0522/0648 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Eboracum

Hathersage

P4284

NP/DIS/0722/0957 Discharge of condition 8 on NP/HPK/0322/0394 Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Hurst Nook

Charlesworth

P10398

NP/DIS/0822/1013 Discharge of condition 7 on NP/DDD/1018/0912. Condition/s Partly 

Discharged

Gatehouse Farm Cottage

Hathersage

P9810

NP/DIS/0822/1025 Discharge of condition 7 on NP/DDD/1220/1232 Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

Ambulance Station

Bakewell

P702 + 2759

NP/DIS/0822/1026 Discharge of condition 20 on NP/DDD/1220/1230 Condition/s Fully 

Discharged

Ambulance Station

Bakewell

P702 + 2759

NP/GDO/0622/0747 GDO Notification - A steel frame building with fibre cement roof sheets. The 

building is to cover a solid manure store to prevent water from entering, 

therefore 

reducing the environmental risk of storing manure.

Granted Conditionally

Blackwell Hall

Blackwell

P4932

NP/GDO/0722/0872 The application is made under Class R of the General Permitted Development 

Order (2015) (as amended) - Agricultural building to Class E (Commerical, 

Business and Service)

Prior Approval is not 

Required

Outlands Farm

Bradwell

P4657
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NP/HPK/0321/0275 Proposed side extension to an existing dormitory block. Granted Conditionally

Rotary Camp

Castleton

P405

NP/HPK/0322/0457 S.73 application for the removal or variation of condition 2 on 

NP/HPK/0520/0398

Granted Conditionally

Spital Buildings 

Castleton

P3333+10935

NP/HPK/0322/0459 S.19 application for the removal or variation of condition 2 on 

NP/HPK/0520/0399.

Granted Conditionally

Spital Buildings 

Castleton

P3333+10935

NP/HPK/0422/0501 Proposal to utilise a large paddock adjacent to property for caravan and 

camping purposes. The pitches would use a toilet block and outside tap and a 

chemical disposal area.

Refused

Fields Farm

Peak Forest

P1640

NP/HPK/0622/0805 The removal and replacement of 3no. existing radio antennas with 6no. new 

antennas, the relocation of 3no. existing antennas to a different position on the 

mast along with the installation of ancillary equipment upon the mast itself and 

within the equipment room at ground level.

Granted Conditionally

Existing Base Station

Brough & Shatton

P509

NP/HPK/0622/0846 S.73 application for the removal of condition 8 on NP/HPK/0921/0960 Accept Conditionally

The Nook

Hayfield

P2256 or 3487

NP/HPK/0722/0936 Agricultural building extension to cover an existing livestock handling area Granted Conditionally

Greensides

Hartington Upper Quarter

P6460

NP/HPK/1121/1222 Proposed goods in storage area and retail building. Accept Conditionally

Hope Valley Garden Centre

Thornhill

P4430

NP/HPK/1221/1353 S.73 application for the removal or variation of condition 4 on 

NP/HPK/0709/0683.

Granted Conditionally

Spray House Farm

Hayfield

P10102

NP/NED/0622/0843 Erection of agricultural shed (lambing shed). Refused

Bank Green

Holmesfield

P4129+6091
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NP/NMA/0622/0823 Non-material amendment to NP/DDD/0122/0004: 1. Omit proposed rear door to 

conservatory and steps down, 2. Rooflights amended to The Rooflight Company 

'Neo' Frameless rooflights, sizes remain as approved or smaller, positioning 

remains

approximately the same, 3. Proposed new and replacement glazing amended to 

show slimmer frame profiles and colour of P.C. Aluminium specified. Set-back 

to be

the same as existing or deeper (if feasible), 4. Description of GSHP Boreholes 

added.

Amendments Accepted

Field House

Great Longstone

P5704

NP/NMA/0722/0880 Non-material amendment to NP/DDD/0322/0405. Insertion of vertical boarded 

anthracite grey cladding below window on side elevation and around new 

garage windows on front elevation.

Amendments Accepted

Wingate

Bakewell

P2714

NP/NMA/0722/0917 Non-material amendment to NP/SM/1121/1278: Amendment to condition 6, to 

allow for the erection of fencing for the purposes of sheep.

Amendments Accepted

Ivormyth House

Heathylee

P5744

NP/NMA/0822/0993 Non-material amendment on NP/HPK/0422/0504 - removal of external walling to 

rear elevation and single storey extension. Change from approved powder 

coated aluminium windows to uPVC windows with flush casements and joints 

with mortice appearance.

Amendments Accepted

Glan Y Nant

Hope

P6278

NP/NMA/0822/1022 Non-Material Amendment on NP/DDD/0721/0818 -  An increase in the size of 

glazing from the approved plans on the lower ground floor living area of the 

extension.

Amendments Rejected

5 Fellview Close

Hathersage

P5835

NP/S/0422/0561 Proposed erection of front porch extension to dwelling to replace existing. Refused

Briers Dene

Bradfield

P2236

NP/S/0521/0545 The proposal is to undertake emergency repairs and reconstruction to an 

existing boundary wall that has failed and reinstate to the original aesthetics The 

stone courses are to be numbered and re constructed as per the original / 

existing, the same dimensions and position will be maintained. To strengthen 

the re constructed wall and reduce the soil pressure, stone gabion baskets are 

proposed to be constructed behind the wall to resist the soil pressure. The 

stonegabion baskets will not be visible.

Granted Conditionally

St Nicholas' Church

Bradfield

P7135

NP/SM/0222/0229 'Change of use of an area of agricultural field to domestic use and the erection 

of a greenhouse'.

Granted Conditionally

Bermar

Sheen

P7687
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NP/SM/0322/0372 Construction of garden room to replace conservatory, Construction of stone and 

tile games room to replace former garage and store, Facing former plant room 

and store in natural stone, Formation of en-suite bathroom and installation of 

replacement windows.

Granted Conditionally

The Old Beams

Waterhouses

P6887 + 6992

NP/SM/0322/0374 Listed Building consent - Construction of garden room to replace conservatory, 

Construction of stone and tile games room to replace former garage and store, 

Facing former plant room and store in natural stone, Formation of en-suite 

bathroom and installation of replacement windows.

Granted Conditionally

The Old Beams

Waterhouses

P6887 + 6992

NP/SM/0322/0389 Purpose built portal frame lambing, machinery and fodder storage building Granted Conditionally

Little Nab End

Longnor

P2485

NP/SM/0322/0435 Conversion and alteration of former agricultural building to form 1no. 

dwellinghouse and associated works

Granted Conditionally

Big Hillsdale Farm

Grindon

P11354

NP/SM/0522/0692 Formation of a slurry store in part below ground and covered with a duel pitched 

portal framed roof if required.

Granted Conditionally

Acre Farm

Onecote

P4879

NP/SM/0522/0727 Construction of single storey lean-to plant room and siting of 2nos air source 

heat pumps.

Granted Conditionally

High Ridge

Leekfrith

P5966

NP/SM/0622/0748 Solar panel installation. Granted Conditionally

Chapel House Farm

Alstonefield

P4492

NP/SM/0622/0749 Section 73 application for the removal of condition 3 on NP/SM/777/68. Refused

Hurdon Lowe

Grindon

P9872

NP/SM/0622/0756 Retrospective change of use of outbuilding for residential use, retention of 

existing alterations and proposed remedial alterations

Granted Conditionally

Gardeners Cottage

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860

NP/SM/0622/0757 Retrospective change of use of outbuilding for residential use, retention of 

existing alterations and proposed remedial alterations

Granted Conditionally

Laundry House

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860
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NP/SM/0622/0759 Retrospective change of use of outbuilding for residential use, retention of 

existing alterations and proposed remedial alterations

Granted Conditionally

Stables Cottage

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860

NP/SM/0622/0773 Construction of an open fronted shed for storing hay and a new barn for 

servicing and storing machinery.

Granted Conditionally

Lower Summerhill

Hollinsclough

P2237

NP/SM/0622/0819 Proposed stone extension with tiled roof to east side of property, replacing 

existing boiler room and coal store.

Granted Conditionally

Top Of Hope Farm

Alstonefield

P2732

NP/SM/0721/0779 Listed Building consent - Retention of existing alterations and additional 

proposed alterations. Retention of existing alterations to include floor

levelling, raised lintel of cartway opening on east elevation, fitted window in west 

elevation, replacement of boiler and flue, sign and shower and new kitchen.

Additional alterations to include replacing aluminium rainwater goods for black 

cast iron, replacement of stable door window with panelled design and

replacement of window with hit and miss design within cartway opening.

Granted Conditionally

Stables Cottage Warslow Hall

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860

NP/SM/0721/0781 Listed Building consent - Retention of existing alterations and additional 

proposed alterations. Retention of existing alterations to include suspended 

flooring and air vents to mitigate against the risk of damp caused by the natural 

change in ground levels. Additional alterations to include replacing aluminium 

rainwater goods for black cast iron, removal of external steps to doorway and 

relocation of soil and vent pipework.

Granted Conditionally

Gardeners Cottage

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860

NP/SM/0721/0783 Listed Building consent - Retention of existing alterations and additional 

proposed alterations. Retention of existing alterations to include the domestic 

kitchen and bathroom and re-roofing. Additional alterations to include replacing 

existing rainwater goods for black cast iron

and replacement of internal doors with vertically glazed hit and miss design.

Granted Conditionally

Laundry House

Warslow & Elkstone

P10860

NP/TCA/0622/0750 To fell 3 x ash trees next to public footpaths due to ash die back Accept

Tolls Farm

Wincle

P2564
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NP/TCA/0622/0792 pin 1, A group or trees including 2 ash with ADB, 1 dead holly, 1 dead silver 

birch in the childrens play area. Remove all dead or dangerous trees

pin 2, Ash with ADB roadside. Remove

pin 3, Dead Silver birch roadside. Remove

Pin 4, Ash with ADB Roadside. Remove

pin 5, Ash with ADB Roadside. Remove

pin 6. storm damaged poplar. Crown clean, remove damaged limb Replant with 

15 natives along Edale Road edge

See attached map

Accept

Hope Primary School

Hope

P6514

NP/TCA/0622/0793 A line of 8 mature pines at the bottom of the garden next to the rail way line. 

Remove 5 of the pines as 

they are a) very close to the railway track and b) blocking the views across the 

valley for all neighboring 

properties. The trees have limited landscape value and low amenity value. 

Replanting with a mix of beech 

and hawthorn hedging along the boundary with the occasional signature oak

Accept

Adyar

Hathersage

P2007

NP/TCA/0622/0796 Shown in the photographs are a group of hawthorns, one of which has already 

pushed the wall over. There are also four more that are 

growing too close to the wall and so request permission to remove them all in 

order that the wall be repaired and to prevent further damage in the future. All 

photographs are clearly marked up with the implications. All work to be carried 

out to BS3998:2010

Accept

Beeley Old Hall

Beeley

P11024

NP/TCA/0622/0807 I am requesting to remove some old lime coppice and multiple elders that are 

growing along the wall side in the paddock at Beeley Old Hall. 

As you can see from the photographs provided they have already brought a 

section of the wall down and so request that they be removed so 

the wall can be repaired and to prevent further damage in the future.

Accept

Beeley Old Hall

Beeley

P11024

NP/TCA/0622/0854 T1 - Ash, Crown reduction by 30% to mitigate the risk of damage to telegraph 

pole and phone lines. Also, showing early signs of die back. A 

reduction of the crown (sail effect) would be pro active tree management given 

the trees proximity to the road. 

T2 & T3 - 2 x Rowan, Fell to ground level. Both trees are being supressed by 

the neighbouring trees and are showing poor signs of vitality. 

Given the surrounding trees these two have little amenity value within the 

resedential garden. 

T4 - Beech & T5 - Silver Birch, Crown reduce by 30%. These two trees appear 

to be growing co-dependent. The beech is leaning towards and 

in very close proximity to resedential buildings.

Accept

Gatehouse

Little Hucklow

P10132

NP/TCA/0622/0862 4 Conifer trees to fell to allow for boundary wall to be repaired. Accept

The Old Forge

Baslow & Bubnell

P2786



Applications determined by the Head of Development Control between

 01/08/2022 and  31/08/2022 

NP/TCA/0722/0882 Complete felling and removal of 2 mature ash trees due to ash dieback Accept

St Matthews Church

Leekfrith

P10537

NP/TCA/0722/0906 1 Chestnut tree - to reduce and reshape canopy by 30% removing 

approximately 2-3m of growth.

1 Ash tree - to reduce 1 limb by 2-3m

Accept

The Rookery

Ashford

P3461

NP/TCA/0722/0907 8 Ash Trees - To fell due to Ash Dieback Accept

Rushop Hall

Chapel-en-le-Frith

P11562

NP/TCA/0722/0921 t1- 30ft yew tree to be cut to ground level 

t2- 20ft holly tree to be cut to ground level

Both trees are impeding on the lower lines , the owner of the property has been 

in contact with western power who are happy to do a shut down on the power 

lines pending application here .

Accept

Old Vicarage

Leekfrith

P10537

NP/TCA/0722/0940 Felling/removal of several trees Accept

Cracken Edge

Chinley, Buxworth & Brownside

P6406

NP/TCA/0722/0949 Yew tree adjacent to retaining wall on area of land at side of Ivy Cottage, 

Wensley Road, Winster, DE4 2DH - The tree is in poor physiological 

condition and is damaging the retaining wall due to direct pressure from the 

growth of the stem.  - Dismantle and fell to ground level

Accept

Ivy Cottage

Winster

P4255

NP/TCA/0722/0953 Remove branches from Ash tree interferring with phone line. Open Reach 

booked in to do the work on 2nd August.

Accept

2 Edge Bank View

Bradwell

P2095 + 10739

NP/TCA/0722/0973 Three ash trees showing early signs of ash dieback. Trees 1 and 2 on the 

attached map are mature and on the bank of peaks hole water leaning out over 

the river across neighbouring properties. Climb and dismantle both ash to 10ft 

poles.

Ash 3 is located on the edge of a small woodland, the other ash in the woodland 

are currently not showing signs of ADB. Fell the ash and monitor the woodland.

Accept

Mill Bridge Farm

Castleton

P9576 + 6245



Applications determined by the Head of Development Control between

 01/08/2022 and  31/08/2022 

NP/TCA/0722/0974 Lime x 2 T1 Crown lift to height of 6m

Horse chestnut T2 Remove lower limb over stream growing towards lampost

Holly T3 Reduce by 4m

Syc x 2 T4 and 5 Crown lift to height of 6m

Great Willow T7 Fell

Ash T8  Fell ash dieback

Sycamore T9 Fell

Ash T10 Fell ash dieback

Ash T11 Fell ash dieback

Holly T12 Reduce to height of Yew

Ash T13 Fell

Hawthorn T14 Fell

Accept

Stoney Middleton Hall

Stoney Middleton

P2658

NP/TCA/0722/0978 The tree is a large beech tree and Mr Ben King (tree surgeon) visited the site 

and informed us that the tree is in a dangerous condition as it has bark invasion 

by Xylococculus betulae and the beech scale insect Cryptococcus fagisuga 

which is causing the branches to de-leaf and drop. The tree is over a public 

footpath so is a danger to the general public. He recommended immediate 

removal.

Accept

Alstonefield Manor

Alstonefield

P2561

NP/TCA/0722/0989 I am applying on behalf of the client  as a local tree surgeon to undertake the 

task to fell and remove the tree from the rear of the garden. My client has 

requested that his 20ft Holly tree located in the rear of the garden to be felled 

and removed due to the tree has outgrown the size of the garden and is 

dropping a large amount of leaves on the lawn. The client has agreed to plant 2 

x apple trees, 2 x cherry trees and 2 x pear trees in the rear garden once the 

holly tree has been felled.

Accept

Dale Head

Eyam

P6484

NP/TCA/0822/1000 Shown in the photograph is a leylandii I am requesting to remove as it is causing 

excessive shading and is of low amenity value. It has outgrown its location and 

so request to remove it before it gets any bigger.

Accept

Longstone Edge View

Pilsley

P

NP/TCA/0822/1004 1 Copper Beech tree - to shorten lateral branches over roof by 2m and crown lift 

over road to give 5m clearance.

Accept

5 Cornmill Close

Calver

P8302

NP/TCA/0822/1024  T1 

Eucalyptus  

-dismantle and remove to ground level

Accept

High Lea Farm

Bradfield

P9951



Applications determined by the Head of Development Control between

 01/08/2022 and  31/08/2022 

NP/TCA/0822/1041 6 Mature Ash Trees that have very early signs of Ash Die Back. 

1 is 5 meters from a holiday cottage used by the public. Numbered 4 on the plan 

1 is 5 meters from a neighbouring property numbered 2 on the plan. 

2 are over hanging a public road numbered 2 and 3 on the plan. 

1 is close to 2 properties numbered 5 

1 is below number 4 and needs minimal work. 

Ideally we want to preserve the trees and make safe by crown reducing or lifting 

maintaining the mature tree but reducing the weight of the bigger limbs so 

habitat won't be lost. We have discussed the work with local tree surgeon Paul 

Storer who has previously done work for us and seen examples of similar work 

he has recently undertaken in the village on mature ash trees with die back. It 

has to be emphasised that we have several other mature ash trees on our 

property which are in safer positions that we are monitoring and are healthy at 

the moment our aim is to prolong the life of the trees but ensure they are as safe 

as possible close to buildings and areas where the public go.

Accept

Stoop House

Butterton

P825 + 9178

NP/TCA/0822/1042 1) Lime tree, A mature tree in good health next to the Orangery yard gate next 

to a retaining wall and cobbled roadway. Tree tag 3485. Pollard back to main 

stem reducing in height and width to 20ft  

2) Lime tree, A mature tree in good health in the Orangery yard next to the 

original meat safe tree tag 3484. Pollard back to main stem reducing in height 

and width to 20ft. The curator would like to reinstate the original line of Lime 

trees that go from the Rose Garden terrace to the Orangery yard. The existing 

Lime trees would need to be pollarded down to allow light for 2 new Lime trees 

to be planted in the gaps.  

3) Ash tree, Opposite herbaceous borders tree tag 3481. Significant die back in 

the crown, more so this year.  I estimate it’s at 50% dieback.  We have been 

recommended to have it felled whilst it’s safe to climb and be dismantled 

carefully rather than leave it longer and have it felled as it becomes unsafe to 

climb and will damage the garden lawns and banks.  

4) 2 Holly trees at the top of the steps by Hampers Bridge, one smaller without a 

tag and one larger but has been previously pollarded with tree tag 3375. Fell to 

improve light and and open up views to the stream and improve access to the 

corner parkland gate.

5) A live branch recently dropped from a Corylus colurna exposing significant 

decay within the branch.  tree tag 3256. There are Ganoderma bracts lower 

down the trunk indicating there is much decay in the tree. To be felled and 

allowed to shoot from the 

base again and be kept as coppiced large shrub. This tree was previously 

worked on ten years ago due to the Ganoderma bracts and all the branches 

were brought back in for a crown reduction.

Accept

Lyme Hall

Lyme Handley

P2741

NP/TCA/0822/1048 I am requesting to crown lift and tidy 9 lime trees, 6 cherry trees, 1 leylandii and 

one sycamore to the indicated heights shown in the provided 

photographs. 

The reason for this work is to help tidy up the graveyard and help in the 

maintenance of it. I also request that this be an ongoing maintenance 

project that we continue to prune these trees as and when necessary to the 

agreed height

Accept

St Peters Church

Edensor

P11040



Applications determined by the Head of Development Control between

 01/08/2022 and  31/08/2022 

NP/TCA/0822/1052 Mixed row of native self-set broadleaf trees to be reduced in height by up to 

50% or to previous pruning points to manage growth of trees along hedgerow 

and improve views across the valley.

Accept

Nether Padley Farm

Grindleford

P11088

NP/TCA/0822/1060 Fraxinus excelsior 'Pendula' x1 - fell to ground level. Accept

Ashlar House

Taddington & Priestcliffe

P10469

NP/TCA/0822/1068 Shown in the photograph is a cherry tree I have been monitoring for a couple of 

years as it has been declining over that space of time. The crown is now at less 

than 50% and not showing any signs of recovery and so request that it be 

removed before it becomes dangerous. The privet hedge has also died below it 

and so I request that that be removed while we are there.

Accept

Rose Cottage

Pilsley

P3765

NP/TCA/0822/1073 Mature multi stem sycamore 20 meters high, next to a listed chimney stack, part 

of the old mill. The sycamore is situated on top of a raised bank with little 

evidence of a good root system due to its location. Several bracket fungi bodies 

are present at 8 meters on one of the stems and other stems show cavities, 

depths unknown. Tree planting is ongoing across the site, which has a 

reasonable amount of tree cover already, the site is managed by a committee of 

residents living at the Mill

Accept

Edale Mill

Edale

P3995

NP/TCA/0822/1080 T1 - Ash, located within garden of Gatehouse and to the rear of Rose Cottage.

This tree is displaying early signs of ash dieback. The tree has two stems 

creating an included union at the base. Although this currently appears sound 

because the larger of the two stems leans towards Rose Cottage there is 

concearn that in the event of a failiure significant damage would occur.

I seek permission to carry out a 40% crown reduction to mitigate the risk of 

structural failiure.

Accept

Gatehouse

Little Hucklow

P10132

NP/TPO/0622/0806 Yew - Fell as the tree is mostly dead.  The tree only has halk of its branches.  It 

may have been damaged while the manor was being converted.

Accept

Thornton House

Winster

P8996

NP/TPO/0622/0808 Fell Horse Chestnut tree due to disease.

*Check Cheshire East for TPO details

Accept

Nab Cottage

Pott Shrigley

P639

NP/TPO/0722/0975 T1 fell, T2 remove dead wood from crown, T3 & T4 fell. Action required as 

described in report/ survey.

Accept

Oaklands

Hayfield

P6706



Applications determined by the Head of Development Control between

 01/08/2022 and  31/08/2022 

NP/TPO/0822/1007 1. Following a site visit, it was noted that the large sycamore tree located on top 

of the bank just behind the fence line on LHS has a stem that totally overhangs 

the roof of the property and could potentially cause problems with damp/over 

shading. Propose to remove this left hand stem and Leylandii that’s growing 

underneath. Sever Ivy at the base of the remaining Sycamore.

Accept

School House

Fenny Bentley

P9771


